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ARABIC�TURKISH DICTIONARY WRITTEN IN THE BALKANS
1. AKHTARĪ, Muṣṭafā bin Shams al-Dīn al-Qaraḥiṣārī. Akhtarī
Kabīr. [Margus, Ottoman Balkans, early nineteenth century.]
Arabic and Ottoman Turkish manuscript on laid paper (289 x 190
mm; text area 228 x 133 mm), ff. 269, i, written in a small, neat
naskhī, 35 lines to the page, some words in red or overlined in red,
text frame of gold, black and red rules; with an illuminated headpiece at the beginning of the text; some occasional smudging or
soiling and some light damp-staining, minor worm-track in lower
outer corner of a few leaves, tiny wormhole in last few leaves, but
generally in very good condition; contemporary maroon morocco
with flap, recessed cartouches and corner-pieces on covers containing gilt pressure-moulded floral and vegetal ornament; slightly
rubbed and stained, old repairs to spine and to hinge of flap; erased
seal impression and an erased inscription on f. 1r, seal impression
on front free endpaper giving the name ‘Ayyub’ and the date 1281.
£4750
A �������� ���� �� ��� ��������� A�����-T������
���������� ����� �� A������ K����.
Akhtarī (d. 968 AH/1561 AD) compiled his dictionary at Kütahya in
1545. Entries are listed ‘in the sequence of the first root letters; the
author arranged the lemmata in strict alphabetical order of the
derived forms used in Turkish, rather than placing them under the
trilingual Arabic root, as had been the usual practice in previous
Arabic-Turkish dictionaries. Although Ahterī completed this
dictionary in 952/1545, in his Turkish definitions he did not hesitate
to use some Old Ottoman Turkish synonyms that were already
rather rare. He also gave many examples of the usage of the Arabic
words in the form of quotations in Arabic. This dictionary was very
popular for centuries and, in spite of its great size, many copies were
made over a period of more than four centuries . . . . In his Arabic
introduction, Ahterī names the following Arabic sources: “al‐
Jawharī’s Ṣiḥāḥ; al-Dustūr; al-Takmilah; al-Mujmal; al-Maghrib;

al-Taqaddimah, and other reputable works” . . . . The dictionary was printed many times in the
nineteenth and early twentieth century’ (E. Birnbaum, Ottoman Turkish and Çaĝatay MSS in
Canada p. 354).
This copy is signed by one Aḥmad bin Muḥammad bin ‘Ali, who describes himself as a preacher
in the Old Mosque of Margus, i.e. present-day Požarevac in eastern Serbia.
GAL S II p. 630.

2. EFFENDI, Ali, [and Catherine HUTTON.] Specimen of Arabic
calligraphy presented to Catherine Hutton, with added notes in her hand.
[England, 1826–29.]
Single sheet of wove paper folded once to form two leaves (243 x 195 mm),
Arabic calligraphy and English inscription on polished oriental paper window-mounted vertically on first leaf, text in Hutton’s hand written vertically
on first leaf and continued horizontally on second; in very good condition.
£400 + VAT in EU
A specimen of Arabic calligraphy by an Egyptian Turk named Ali Effendi,
inscribed in English in Effendi’s hand ‘To Mrs Catherine Hutton’, with the
note ‘Madam when I am Ali Bey I shall be glad to see you in Egypt. I am yours
[sic] sincere friend Ali Effendi’.
Catherine Hutton’s accompanying notes, dated 1826 and 1829, state that
Effendi ‘is a young, handsome, clever Egyptian-Turk, who had been sent to
England by his beloved “Grand Pasha” to learn our language, manners &c,
and transport them to Cairo. His proficiency in writing English is seen in the
following autograph, the English part of which he wrote for me’. Hutton
further notes that Effendi ‘was fond of the theatre, and spoke with rapture of
the beautiful actresses. He looked upon English horsemanship with the
utmost contempt. Stooping forward, and hanging down his head, he said
“Your men ride like this”. Then, rising to his accustomed height, he added,
“I throw my jereed on full gallop, and stop the moment when I should touch
the wall[”] . . . . Ali Effendi drank wine like an infidel’. Hutton mentions three
of Ali Effendi’s companions: Mohamed Effendi, ‘who is studying naval
architecture’, Selim Aga, ‘who is studying mathematics and military
engineering’, and Omar Effendi, ‘who is qualifying himself for diplomacy’.
That all four men spent some years in England is confirmed by The Nautical
Magazine for 1832, which adds that they were aged between twenty two and
twenty five years of age and that they arrived in 1826.
From an early age the novelist Catherine Hutton (1756–1846) was a keen
letter-writer. ‘The Coltman family of Leicester and Mrs Andre of Enfield,
Middlesex, were lifelong correspondents. She also wrote to her cousin the
mathematician Charles Hutton (1737–1823), Sarah Harriet Burney (Fanny
Burney’s half-sister), the radical author Sir Richard Phillips, Eliza Cook, and,
latterly, Edward Bulwer Lytton, and Charles Dickens. Her letters are full of

anecdotes and shrewd observations on her acquaintances and are seasoned
with a self-deprecating wit, their direct address and dry cheerfulness recalling
the epistolary style of Jane Austen. Hutton delighted in Austen’s novels, and
believed that “her character is either something like mine, or what I would
wish mine to be” . . . . In an account of her occupations written in July 1844,
Catherine Hutton described some of the other activities which absorbed her:
needlework, including “patchwork beyond all calculation”; pastry and
confectionery; collecting prints of costumes in eight large volumes; and
collecting more than 2000 autographs . . . . Bridget Hill rightly concludes that
her life “illustrates the particular problems of the educated, intelligent, single
daughter of the middle class” in late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century
Britain’ (Oxford DNB).

3. [AL-ḤARĪRĪ, Abū Muḥammad al‐Qāsim ibn ‘Ali.] Commentary on the
Maqāmāt of al-Ḥarīrī. [France, mid-19th century.]
Manuscript in French and Arabic on wove paper (205 x 155 mm), ff. 310; extensive
corrections, crossings-out and additions in red and black ink; fore-edges a little
spotted and stained, but in excellent condition; contemporary boards; rubbed,
some edges and corners chipped.
£1200
A� ������������ F����� �����������’� ��������� ��� �������� ����������
�� ��� �����, �������� ��� ������-����� ������ (‘��������’) �� ��-Ḥ�����
(�. 1122 AD).

Despite its imitative form and content, the Maqāmāt enjoyed enormous popularity,
and was translated with varying faithfulness into Syriac, Persian, and Hebrew,
spawning a legion of imitative works. Unsurprisingly, it was also extensively
commented upon by later authors, al-Muṭarrizī among them. It was also of
particular interest to European orientalists, and extracts appeared in grammars
and linguistic exercises from Fabricius’s Specimen Arabicum (1638) onwards. The
first complete edition was that of Caussin de Perceval (1819), followed soon
afterwards by the authoritative edition of Silvestre de Sacy (1822). We have been
unable to identify the author of the present manuscript. However, it is not in the
hand of either Caussin de Perceval or Silvestre de Sacy.

INSCRIBED BY A MOSUL PHYSICIAN IN 913 AH �1507 AD�
4. AL‐JURJĀNĪ, Zayn al‐Dīn Abū Ibrāhīm Ismā‘īl bin Ḥusayn. Dhakīrah
Khwārizmshāhī. [Probably Anatolia, late 15th century].
Arabic manuscript on paper (335 x 239 mm; text area 263 x 176 mm), ff. 544,
written in a tidy nasta’liq, 35 lines to the page, text frame of red and blue rules,
important words and phrases in red or in larger naskhī; chapter headings repeated in margins in a bold calligraphic script, several marginal annotations in various
contemporary and later hands; some splashes, soiling and staining, first leaf
re-attached and with loss of one or two words on verso (sense recoverable),
margins of last few leaves strengthened, but generally in good, sound condition;
early twentieth-century brown roan preserving covers of contemporary morocco
binding blind-stamped with a single tool to form a central motif of three interlocking lozenges, smaller lozenges above and below, blind-stamped corner-pieces; stained and rubbed; various seal impressions (some erased) on first and
second leaves and at end of text.
£12,000
V��� ���� A����� ����������� �� A�-J������’� ��������� �������
����������, ��� ����� ����� ������� ���� ������� �� ��� P������
��������.
Al‐Jurjānī ‘went to live in Khwārizm in 504/1110 and became attached to the
Khwārizmshāhs Ḳuṭb al‐Dīn Muḥammad (490/1097–521/1127), to whom he
dedicated his Dhakīrah, and Atsiz b. Muḥammad (521/1127–551/1156) . . . . His
Dhakīrah Khwārizmshāhī, probably the first medical Encyclopaedia written in
Persian and containing about 450,000 words, is one of the most important works
of its kind; it also exists in an Arabic version, and was translated into Turkish and
(in an abbreviated form) into Hebrew’ (Encyclopaedia of Islam).
Modelled on the Canon of Ibn Sīnā/Avicenna, the Dhakīrah is divided into ten
books as follows: definition and utility of medicine, and the structure and powers
of the human body; on health and disease, in general, including causes and
symptoms of disease, and accidents of the body; on the preservation of health; on
diagnosis, crisis and prognosis; on fevers and their treatment; on local diseases
and their treatment; on tumours, ulcers and so forth; on the care of the external
parts of the body (hair, skin, nails, and so on); on poisons and antidotes; and on
simple and compound drugs.

Provenance: ‘Abdul-Malik bin Maḥmud al-Mausuli al-tabib (‘the physician’), with
his ownership inscription dated 5 Rajab 913 AH (10 November 1507) at the
Mu’ayiddi hospital in Mosul; the distinguished German ophthalmologist and
Arabist Max Meyerhof (1874–1945), with his bookplate on front pastedown.
GAL I 487 and S I p. 889. See Keshavarz, A descriptive and analytical catalogue of
Persian manuscripts in the library of the Wellcome Institute for the History of
Medicine pp. 52–4 and p. 149. Fihrist records no copies of the Arabic translation.

5. [MEDICINE.] Kitāb al‐‘ilal wa al‐āmrād. [Probably Persia,] 1294 AH [1877 AD.]
Persian manuscript on Russian wove paper (218 x 170 mm; text area 145 x 85 mm);
ff. vii, 331 (with contemporary pagination to 663), v; 15 lines of black naskhī per
page; section headings in purple, page headings in black; occasional light spotting; dated colophons at ff. 130v and 249v; ff. 253v, 260v, 265v, 289v and 307v with
brief annotations in a Latinate script, most likely in the hand of the copyist;
contemporary leather binding; somewhat stained and worn, but sound, remains
of paper label on spine.
£400
An unusual Qajar period medical manuscript with undeciphered scribal
annotations. The text is an anonymous, apparently unrecorded example of the
medical formularies for which medieval Persia was renowned, organised
conventionally in a sequence of diseases, diagnoses, and cures. It is a distinctive
example of relatively modern Persianate manuscript production, copied as it is on
mass-produced paper from the mills of imperial Russia. The text comprises three
books from an ostensible set of ten, together constituting the titular work Kitāb
al‐‘ilal wa al‐āmrād. We have been unable to identify the alphabet and language
employed in the scribal marginalia. The three books are entitled as follows:
1. Al‐kitāb al‐sādis min kutub al‐‘ashara min kitāb al‐‘ilal wa al‐āmrād (ff. 1v–130v).
2. Al‐kitāb al‐sābi’ min kutub al‐‘ashara min kitāb al‐‘ilal wa al‐āmrād (ff. 131r–249v).
3. Al‐kitāb al‐thāmin min kutub al‐‘ashara min kitāb al‐‘ilal wa al‐āmrād (ff.
250r–331).

no. 4 - AL‐JURJĀNĪ

no. 4 - AL‐JURJĀNĪ

6. AL-MUṬRĀN, Yuwākīm. Manārat al‐aqdās fī‐tafsīr al‐quddās. [Levant,] dated 25
July 1758.
Arabic manuscript on laid paper (220 x 160 mm; text area 165 x 105 mm), ff. ii, 152, ii,
written in naskhī in black ink, 22 lines to the page, significant words or passages
written in red, chapter headings in calligraphic majuscule, several marginal glosses in
the hand of the scribe; light damp-stain in lower outer corner of first few leaves, just
touching text, some light spotting and staining elsewhere, but generally in very good
condition; contemporary Levantine maroon morocco, covers stamped in blind with
a central motif of four fleurons in a cruciform design, fleurons in corners; original
embroidered marker in blue, yellow and pink silk; extremities slightly rubbed and
bumped; nineteenth-century European collection label inscribed ‘No. 156’ in ink on
front pastedown.
£2750
A� ����� ����, ������� ������ ��� �������� �� ��� ������, �� ���� �������
���������� �� ��� ��������� �� ��� M���.
The author, also known as ‘Yuwākīm the Archbishop’, was born in Baalbek in 1696
and served as a priest there and also in Homs and Aleppo, dying at Acre in 1772.
Manārat al‐aqdās fī‐tafsīr al‐quddās (‘The lamp of the sanctuary in the explanation of
the Mass’) was written in August 1751 using a Greek schismatic tract as a template but
amending it in order to conform with Catholic doctrine. Graf considered the title to
be an indication that the author was acquainted with the Arabic version of
Barhebraeus’s Candelabrum of the sanctuary, but according to Hidemi Takahashi the
influence is more likely to be indirect, perhaps via the Maronite Stephen al‐Duwaihī
(see H. Takahashi, Barhebraeus: a bio-bibliography, 2005, p. 114).
The work comprises seven chapters: on the liturgical celebrants; on preparations for
the Mass; on obligatory prayers and their rendition; on the place of worship; on
liturgical vestments; on liturgical apparatus; and on the liturgy as mystical
representation of Christ’s life. Among the authors cited are Petrus Arkudius, Symeon
of Thessalonica and Germanus of Constantinople. The work was published in 1888
(Beirut, al-Maṭbaʻa al-Adabīya). Al-Muṭrān also wrote extensively on the relationship
between logic and religion; his writings on this subject are mostly held at the American
University of Beirut’s Archive and Special Collections library.
Graf, Geschichte der Christlichen Arabischen Literatur III p. 211, recording a copy dated
1754 in the Vatican (MS Arabo 820).

7. [PRAYERS.] Arabic prayer book. [Ottoman Turkey, late 18th century.]
Arabic manuscript on laid paper (135 x 85 mm; text area 85 x 45 mm), ff.
i, 156 (last two leaves blank except for text frames), written in a good
naskhī, predominantly nine lines to the page, text frame of gold and
black rules; with an illuminated double-page opening at beginning, the
border of orange and red quatrefoils against a dark blue background, an
illuminated headpiece on f. 2v, sura headings in cartouches reserved
against orange or blue panels bordered in gold, and 44 pages of prayers
contained within full-page coloured borders; ff. 34–37 misbound, some
minor soiling or staining, but in very good condition; contemporary
blind-stamped maroon morocco with flap; slightly rubbed; preserved in
a nineteenth-century carrying case of hard-grain brown leather, red
cloth lining, three metal and silk tassels suspended from lower edge, one
side embroidered in silver thread with a tughra within an ornamental
frame, remains of strap of red cotton cord with drop-shaped woven
tassel knots.
£4250
A �������� ����� ������ ���� ��������� �� �� ���������� �����
�������� ����.
The manuscript begins with Sūrat al‐Fātiḥah and is followed by a further
nine suras from the Qur’an. These are followed by various invocations
set within octagonal or circular panels against black, orange, pink, blue,
ochre and salmon pink backgrounds, a series of private supplications
(du’a), and, towards the end, a further sequence of du’a in alphabetical
order, probably for mnemonic purposes, in small roundels against
brightly coloured backgrounds. The final prayer seems to be an extract
from a work by the Ottoman scholar and mystical writer Quṭb al‐Dīn
al‐Iznīqī (d. 885 AH/1480 AD) and bears the date 884 AH.

8. [PROPHETIC MISCELLANY.] Near East, 988 AH [1580–1581 AD].
a. AL‐MAKKĪ, Muhammad al‐Bahnasī al‐‘Aqīlī. Kitāb al‐
namat al‐akmal fī dhikr al‐mustaqbal.
b. AL‐BUSTĀMĪ. Sīhat al‐būm fi hiwādith al‐rūm.
c. IBN AL‐ARABĪ, Muhyī al‐Dīn Muḥammad b. ‘Alī. Marātb
al‐wujūd wa‐m’ārif al‐ma’būd.
Arabic manuscript on thick laid paper (225 x 170 mm; text area 165 x 115
mm), ff. 17; 29 lines of very small black naskhī per page, partially vocalised,
certain words and passages outlined in red; some marginal annotations;
slightly soiled and somewhat damp-stained, but the paper still strong;
twentieth-century blind-stamped purple morocco.
£2000
Unusual; an early copy of a very rare prophetic work together with a
commentary on the Shajara and a prophetic work attributed to the illustrious
Sufi Ibn ‘Arabī. These three examples of Arabic prophecy and numerology,
complete with diagrams and annotations, were all copied between 1580 and
1581 on the Arabian peninsula, according to their respective colophons, and
all are supplied with titles. All three titles are known examples of prophetic
texts falsely attributed to established authorities, Ibn ‘Arabī having been a
particularly popular name to appropriate, but the first work, a commentary
on the Shajara, presents a particular conundrum. The commentary, whose
title Kitāb al‐namat al‐akmal fī dhikr al‐mustaqbal is supplied both by the
copyist on f. 1v and in a later hand on f. 1r, has been ascribed to al‐Maqqarī,
the North African compiler and historian, albeit with reservations. The
present treatise’s colophon renders this already questionable attribution
absurd, as al‐Maqqarī was only four years old in 1581. Whether the author
given on f. 1r, Al‐Makkī, is in fact the true author or merely another
pseudonym is unclear, although his name makes for a rather less eminent
disguise than that of al‐Maqqarī.
There are only a handful of copies of the Shajara commentary extant. The
preamble of the present text corresponds with that of an anonymous
commentary on the Shajara under a variant title noted by Brockelmann (GAL
I p. 580), no. 4216 in Ahlwardt’s catalogue of the holdings of the
Staatsbibliothek in Berlin, and Yahya’s 1964 survey of Ibn ‘Arabī’s works notes
two additional copies in Turkey under the same title.

9. [QUR’ĀN.] [Sūrat al‐hajj (22): 51–53 and 65–67.] [Near East or North Africa,
9th or 10th century AD.]

A strikingly bold example of Kufic calligraphy, from a manuscript of large format.
The scribe has apparently worked free-hand rather than following guide-lines.

Bifolium on vellum (a single leaf measures 277 x 370 mm); seven lines of large,
bold Kūfī per page, written in black ink; diacritics in red, a few in green; two
scribal corrections (one of the script itself, one of the vocalisation); some
rubbing on the flesh side, as often, some flaking of the red and green pigments,
two short tears at edges, but generally in very good condition with the original
edges; mounted and framed.
£15,000 + VAT in EU

Another leaf from the same Qur’an is in the Nasser D. Khalili Collection. ‘To
some extent, the letter forms . . . recall those of the D group, but they are rather
crudely executed, and the precise position of this script within the D group is
difficult to determine. Judging by the script, this leaf may have been part of the
famous MS. 322 in the Institute of Oriental Studies in Leningrad . . . . Red dots
indicate the vocalisation, while the green dots mark the presence of an alif of

prolongation. The verses are not divided’ (François Déroche, The Abbasid
tradition. Qur’ans of the 8th to the 10th centuries AD, The Nasser D. Khalili
collection of Islamic art, vol. I, 1992, no. 69, p. 126). A section of 10 leaves from
the same Qur’an manuscript was lot 12 in Christie’s sale of 8 April 2008.

The parent manuscript would presumably have been read, or perhaps used as
an aide-memoire, in Quranic recitation, despite the challenging nature of the
leaf’s script, which lacks the diacritics distinguishing consonants of identical
form from one another. Given the tradition of memorising the Qur’an, this text
may simply have served as a prompt for a recitation, rather than a reading copy.

10. RESHĪD PASHA, Muṣṭafā [and Catherine HUTTON.]
Ottoman Turkish verse and French translation in the hand of
Muṣtạ fā Reshid, with a translation into English by Catherine
Hutton. [England,] 29 July 1837.
Single sheet of Whatman paper folded once to form two leaves
(247 x 194 mm), watermarked ‘1832’, Ottoman Turkish verse and
French translation in the hand of Muṣṭafā Reshīd on recto of first
leaf, notes in the hand of Catherine Hutton on recto and verso of
first leaf (second leaf blank); sometime folded.
£350 + VAT in EU
Verse in Ottoman Turkish, with French translation, in the hand
of the great Ottoman diplomat and statesman Muṣṭafā Reshīd
(1800–1858), written during his time as Ottoman ambassador to
Britain (1836–8).
‘In 1834 Reshīd was sent to Paris as special envoy with a mission
to regain Algeria from the French. While he was bound to be
unsuccessful in this, he did manage to loosen the ties between
Paris and Muḥammad ‘Alī. He returned to Istanbul in March 1835,
but was sent to Paris again three months later, now as a full
ambassador. After a year in Paris he was transferred to London.
There, his crucial achievement was to gain the unequivocal
support of the British government in the conflict with Muḥammad
‘Alī Pasha. From now on, Reshīd would work closely with the
British government almost continually for the rest of his life. In
July 1837 he was made a marshal (mūshīr) and given the position
of Minister of Foreign Affairs. After a tour of factories in Britain,
he returned to Istanbul to take up his new job. Early in 1838 he
was made a Pasha’ (Encyclopaedia of Islam).
From the autograph collection of the novelist and letter-writer
Catherine Hutton (1756–1846; see item 2 above), who has added
her English translation of the French verse, and the comment ‘A
Turk writing English characters and French verse!’.

11. SIBAWAYHĪ. Kitāb Sibawayhī. [North Africa or Near East, 10th
or 11th century AD.]
Arabic manuscript on vellum (270 x 170 mm), ff. 6, with between 17
and 18 lines to the page, written in an Abbasid scribal hand, chapter
headings in majuscule; a little light soiling, a few words strengthened
or corrected in a later hand; leaves individually guarded, in modern
oatmeal cloth; two clipped descriptions from early/mid-twentieth
century British bookseller’s catalogues describing the fragment loosely inserted.
£18,000
R���: ��� �� ����� ����� ��������� �� S��������’� A�����
������� �� ������.
These leaves are an important early survival of the text, from one of
only a handful of early copies, with the text roughly corresponding to
chapters 546 to 549 in the second volume of Hartwig Derenbourg’s
edition (2 vols., Paris, 1881–9, pp. 417.9–420.21; 422.1–425.4).
Beyond his name, and this single work, little is known of Sibawayhī.
That he studied at Basra is almost certain, and this single fact, coupled
with an approximate death date of 796, provides a useful context for
the composition of the Kitāb Sibawayhī, setting him in the heady years
when Arabic grammatical sciences were in their infancy. His work
touches on almost every aspect of grammar, ranging from phonology
to morphology, building from a broad sample of written Arabic, albeit
one which excludes the proverbial. Sibawayhī’s text remains the
touchstone of Arabic grammar, though later grammars did supplant
it.
The other vellum fragments are at the Biblioteca Ambrosiana (on
vellum alone, datable to c. 1100; see Löfgren & Traini I p. 134) and Paris,
Bibliothèque nationale MS Arabe 6499 (on vellum and paper, written
in Spain in 558 AH (1162–3 AD)).
GAL I pp. 99–100. See also G. Humbert, Les voies de la transmission
du Kitab du Sibawayhi, 1995; H. Loveday, Islamic paper, 2001, p. 15.

INDIAN NUMBER GAMES FOR THE EAST INDIA COMPANY
12. TRIVENKATACHARYA. ‘Juggutcowtook Culpvullee’ (an illustrated
manuscript of arithmetic and logic games). [Colophon:] Poona, 1 August 1821.
Manuscript in Sanskrit and English on laid paper, large 4to (300 x 275 mm), ff.
93, including two blanks at beginning, eight at end, and five intermediary leaves
blank except for rough indications of tables never executed (or executed elsewhere in the manuscript); written in Sanskrit in a good Devanagari script with
accompanying English translations or summaries; with 52 illustrations executed in black ink and grey wash, numerous tables and diagrams executed in
the same manner; roughly-sketched preliminary chalk drawings and occasional
guide-words in Sanskrit(?) clearly visible beneath illustrations; several instances
of the use of what appears to be an early nineteenth-century Indian form of
correction fluid to amend both text and illustrations; pencilled corrections to
the English text in a nineteenth-century hand; some very light soiling and
creasing, a few small holes resulting from insect damage, but generally in
excellent condition; contemporary Indian binding of reddish brown leather
painted silver-grey, narrow gilt border on covers, roundels painted to a floral
design in purple, pink, yellow and green in centre of covers, red leather label on
upper cover lettered in gilt ‘JUGGUT. COUTOOK. CULPWALLEE.’, flat spine
decorated with repeated triple gilt lines, silver-grey pastedowns; some light
rubbing and a few scrapes, head of spine slightly chipped.
£20,000
A ��������� ��� ������ ������� ���������� �� I����� ������ ��� �����
�����, �������� �� P���� (P���) ������ ���� ����� �� ��� ������� ��
��� ���� �� ��� B������ �� 1817.
The first few lines of the English translation of the preface (f. 3r) name the
compiler and make it clear that the manuscript must have been produced at the
behest of, or to curry favour with, a member of the East India Company:
‘The Honorable Company’s Government protector to all the Inhabitants
like Children and Establish the Laws and Charity, also liberal and
bountiful that nothing should be Compared with them, therefore the
said Company’s Government may daily acquire prosperity until sun and
moon indure and keep their Kindness upon the Authore of this Work

named Juggutcowtook Culpvullee, compelled [i.e. compiled] by
Trevengacharry Shastry inhabitant of Treputtee, now in Poona’.
The compiler is named in a further inscription on f. 34r in the following manner:
‘The above work is formed by Trevengunda Charry Shastree in Poona on the 1��
August 1821’, which suggests a contribution considerably greater than that of
compiler in the strict sense of the word. The Kannada scholar Trivenkatacharya
(or Trivengadacharya), evidently a native of Tirupati in Andhra Pradesh, is known
as the author of a work on chess in Sanskrit, Vilasa-mani-manjari (‘Bouquet of
gems of diversion and leisure’), which was translated into English and printed at
Bombay in 1814 as Essays on chess, adapted to the European method of play . . .
translated from the original Sanscrit (the title names the author as
‘Trevangadacharya Shastree’). Vilasa-mani-manjari had been written at the
behest of Baji Rao II, last Peshwa of the Maratha Empire, whose defeat at the
Battle of Khadki on 5 November 1817 had resulted in the British subjugation of
Poona. The hand of the English text of our manuscript, a good italic cursive of
British appearance but certainly written by an Indian, is very probably that of
Trivenkatacharya himself.
The present work is a visually striking expression of the Indians’ much-admired
prowess in ganita (a Sanskrit word encompassing mathematics, computing and
logic). It is divided into several distinct sections. The first part (ff. 6r–33v)
comprises 56 vividly illustrated problems of varying complexity, the answers to
which appear on ff. 42r–68v. Each problem takes the form of a ‘query’, usually
with a related ‘question’. To take one of the simpler problems as an example,
query no. 56 (f. 33v) is: ‘That a King having kept a Parrot and feed him in thirty
three times every day each time he given him 32 Grain of Wheat Corn so he done
for one hundred years’; the related question is: ‘It is asked what is that Total
Quantity of Grain he given to the Parrot, and the Person who will answer this
query may remain happy for hundred years’. The answer (f. 68v) is that ‘The
Parrot in one hundred years Consumed the Grain three Crores Seventy Nine
Lacks and ninety six thousands as follows – 37996000’ (this is apparently
something of an approximation, or else assumes a year of 359.81060606 days,
which is about half-way between a solar year and a Hindu lunisolar calendar
year). Other problems involve temples, bullocks, limes, apples, nuts, rings,
precious stones, pearls, hunting, ghee, river ferries, horses, and so on. The 56
problems are followed by a large image of Vishnu (f. 34r), with a short dedicatory
text again naming Trivenkatacharya.

Ff. 71v–84r are taken up by a confusingly-named ‘9th Chapter’ which consists
of seven further ‘questions’. The first of these is a somewhat bewildering game
of words and numbers, the premises of which are set out on f. 72r:
‘Any number of Persons being Assembled in Durbar fixing in their
own Minds on any object, or any question relating to Government,
the object or question there fixed on will be determined by these
Tables of Numbers following – Fourteen Pages are written Containing
Names of objects and questions, with numbers attached to each, any
one of which the Persons present may fix upon in their mind – if what
they fix on be contained in the 1�� page they must Mark down one even
number under fifty – if in the 2ⁿ� Page, two even numbers under fifty
. . . . [The player] must then look in the nine Tables of Numbers for
the Number which he has secretly fixed on, and in whatever table he
finds it, he must Mention any one of the nine wards [i.e. words] which
are written on the toss [i.e. tops] of that Table, from the words thus
told the exact number is determined’.
A table of 27 figures, ‘the clue to the nine Tables’, appears, together with the
answers to the remaining six problems, earlier in the manuscript, on f. 36. On
ff. 40–41 are nine tables representing the sun, moon and planets, each table
containing the numbers 1 to 9 in such a way that ‘every line from South to North
and East to West and every Corner any figure written once never inserted again.
These 9 Stars may be gracious to Complete this Work without any obstacles
which is prayer of the author – These Tables are of every useful and important
– that the Devil or evil Spirit will run away to built the Church is very lucky and
to effect other Most important object among the Brahmins to Complete these
Tables great trouble caused to the author’.
The manuscript bears numerous signs of having been corrected and adjusted
during the process of compilation, an impression confirmed by the rough
indications of tables found on several of the blank leaves. A reference (f. 4r)
to ‘No 9 Separate Sheet Contains 7 Stories written at the last part of this Work’
seems not to refer to a separate item but to the ‘9th Chapter’ described above,
and the manuscript is apparently complete as it stands.

PERSIAN MATERIA MEDICA
13. TUNAKĀBUNĪ, Mir Muḥammad Mu’min Ḥusaini. Tuḥfat al-Mu’minīn.
[Persia, perhaps Isfahan], 1192 AH [1778 AD.]
Persian manuscript on polished European laid paper (303 x 202 mm; text area 227
x 124 mm), ff. i, 286, i; written in an excellent neat naskhī in black ink, 28 lines to
the page, text frame and narrow outer frame of gold and black rules, chapter
headings in gold, significant words in red; beginning of text with a richly illuminated headpiece and text within clouds reserved against a gold ground; richly
illuminated double-page opening marking the beginning of the second part of
the work, text within clouds reserved against a gold ground; three illuminated
section headings; numerous marginal glosses in the hand of the scribe; a few
minor smudges and stains, but generally in excellent, fresh condition; contemporary black shagreen binding, covers with recessed cartouches and corner-pieces
containing gilt pressure-moulded floral and vegetal ornament, red morocco doublures ruled in gilt; slightly rubbed, neatly rebacked, lower outer corner of lower
cover largely renewed; small modern ownership stamp and inscription and an
earlier erased seal impression and inscription on front flyleaf.
£13,500
A �������� ���� �� ��� ��������� ������������� ����� �� T����� ��M�’����� ��� ���� �� T�����-�� H���� M�’��� �� T�����-�� S��������, ���
�� ��� ���� ��������� P������ ����� �� ������� ������.
The author Tunakābunī (or Tonekaboni), also known as Hakim Mu’min, was active
at the court of the Safavid Shah Suleiman I (1666–1694) and dedicated the work to
the shah in 1080 AH (1669–70 AD). Motivated by deficiencies in the then current
pharmacopoeia, Zayn al‐‘Attār’s Ikhtiyārāt‐i badī’ī, he drew principally on Arabic
sources such as Ibn al-Bayṭār, as well as on many Persian and Indian ones.

The work is divided into two major sections: a tashkhīsāt and a
dastūrāt. The tashkhīsāt is divided into five subsections: on the nature,
properties, and doses of drugs; on the functions of simple and
compound drugs and their preparation; on the nature and properties
of simple and compound drugs, in alphabetical order (this is the
longest of the five subsections and gives synonyms for medicinal
substances in Arabic, Turkish and various Indian dialects); on the
treatment of poisons; and on weights and measures. The dastūrāt
comprises two parts, the first concerning the uses of simple drugs, in
five sections, the second on the uses of compound drugs, in twentyfour chapters, including chapters on minerals and gemstones. Between
these two parts is a short section on talismanic symbols, with
numerous examples.
The colophon (f. 285v) reads: ‘This book was completed by the sinner,
the dust at the feet of the Believers, lover of Hasan and Husayn, Abū
l-Ḥasan ibn ‘Abd al-Baṣīr al‐Khwānsārī al‐Iṣfahānī on the twelfth day
of the month of Jumādā first of the year eleven‐hundred and ninety‐
two of the blessed Muḥammadan Migration, may God bless him and
keep him and bestow upon him a thousand praises and all kinds of
salutations and greetings, 1192’. The scribe’s nisba need not, of course,
indicate that the manuscript was produced in Isfahan, but comparison
of the illumination with that of Isfahani Qur’ans of the period suggests
that this is quite possible. That the marginal glosses are in the hand
of the scribe would suggest that they have been carefully copied from
the exemplar.
The binding may be compared with that of a (probably Isfahani)
Qur’an in the Khalili collection (see M. Bayani, A. Contadini and T.
Stanley, The decorated word. Qur’ans of the 17th to 19th centuries, The
Nasser D. Khalili Collection of Islamic art, vol. IV, no. 45).
See Keshavarz, A descriptive and analytical catalogue of Persian
manuscripts in the library of the Wellcome Institute for the History of
Medicine p. 268, and Rieu, Catalogue of Persian manuscripts in the
British Museum II pp. 476–7.

14. WAFĀ, Muḥammad. Al-‘urūsh [or:]
Kitāb al‐’urūsh wa hisāb al‐ghalab wa al‐
maghlūb l‐Āristūtilīs. [Near East,] 992 AH
[1584 AD].
Arabic manuscript on polished laid paper
(200 x 140 mm; text area 145 x 85 mm), ff. 84;
21 lines of neat black naskhī per page, headings in red and green ink; some light marginal
damp-staining and soiling, first leaf strengthened at gutter, tear in last leaf repaired on
blank verso (without loss), but in very good
condition; nineteenth-century roan-backed
boards.
£7500
A late sixteenth-century copy of a Sufi treatise
on Aristotelian causation, attributed to
Muḥammad Wafā (1302–1363), a prominent
Cairo Sufi, the first in a long line of scholastic
mystics and the founder of the Sufi order
which bore his name, the Wafā’iyya.
Brockelmann locates no copies of this work,
but a recent article on Mamluk Sufism cites
four copies of the Kitāb al‐‘urūsh, though none
under the longer title given here.
R. McGregor, ‘New sources for the study of
Sufism in Mamluk Egypt’, Bulletin of the
School of Oriental and African Studies, vol. 65,
no. 2, 2002, pp. 300–322.

15. [ZAYDIYYA.] A collection of fourteen Zaydī manuscripts. [1470 to 1897
AD.]
£37,500
A single‐owner collection, spanning more than five centuries of Zaydī
scholastic activity, exhibiting the vitality intrinsic to the Islamic manuscript
tradition, including a group of works by Imam al‐Hādī ilā al‐Ḥaqq (d. 911 AD),
the first Imam in Yemen, and a fine sequence of manuscripts demonstrating
the chain of interlocked text, commentary, and super-commentary which

binds Muslim scholars together across hundreds of years. Like al‐Hādī ilā
al-Ḥaqq, Ibn al‐Murtadā (1362–1436 AD) was an Imam, and though his period
of rule was both brief and ineffective, his scholarly work, particularly his
writings on Islamic jurisprudence, remained important long after his death.
The manuscripts charting the lifespan of his treatises included in this
collection are ample demonstration of this vibrant scholastic tradition.
A full list is available on request.

